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Abstract: Machine-learning (ML) methods are applied in many different medical applications such as understanding the 

disease developments, diagnosing and choosing a treatment method. Machine-learning (ML) methods have the great 

importance when it applied interdisciplinary. Besides several areas, ML methods save cost factor and time in medical 

applications. In this study, we experimented several ML methods with different approaches on Cryotherapy dataset, which 

are applied on wart treatment. Apriori based Probability Tree Classifier (APTC) and naive bayes used to predicts if warts 

can be healed by the cryotherapy treatment. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  

Today, in the medical industry machine learning has found many applications using machine learning models to predict the potential 

outcome of a medical treatment. A cryotherapy data set provided by UC Irvine machine learning is used to predict if warts can be 

healed by the treatment method known as cryotherapy. The data set includes information about 90 patients. The information of each 

of these patients that is includes patient’s sex ,age, time elapsed before treatment, number of warts, the type of warts, area of warts, 

and result of treatment whether the treatment was successful in healing the warts. The data set includes information of 42 patients 

for whom the treatment was not successful in healing the warts and 48 patients for whom the treatment was successful in healing 

the warts. 

The data are not concentrated predict the wart healing treatment. It is considered only cryotherapy patients details data for prediction. 

Thus, proposal of a new classifier named APTC which predicts wart healing pattern based on area and result of treament on patients 

data. The proposed classifier is used with naïve bayes classifiers to obtain better prediction results. Backdrop consists of wart 

locations, patient’s age, area, result of treatment and each individual’s trajectory patient’s data collected from reports. The area are 

framed by analyzing the most frequently appeared wart locations in the entire record. The staying time threshold at each location is 

calculated as the sum of the average of probability across all locations and standard deviation of that set of location probabilities.  

In this study, aptc and naive bayes will be comparatively explored as an approach for predicting whether the cryotherapy treatment 

will be successful in healing the warts and it will be compared to the most optimal and the least optimal approaches that were used 

in the previous study. The reason for using this method is that in the data set whether the treatment will or will not be successful in 

treating wart is denoted as a 1 for saying that the treatment will be successful in treating the warts and a 0 for 48 saying that the 

treatment will not be successful in treating the warts. 

 

II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION 

The aptc and naïve bayes classifier will be explored as an approach for predicting the result of the cryotherapy treatment. The model 

will be comprised of building and training the model. The data set will be split into training and testing data. The first 69 samples 

in this data set will be used as training data and the last 21 samples will be used to evaluate the performance of the model. In the 

training data set, the data was made up of 69 samples that corresponded to 34 patients whose cryotherapy treatment was successful 

in healing warts and 35 patients whose cryotherapy treatment was not successful in treating warts. This leaves the testing data to be 

comprised of 13 patients whose cryotherapy was successful and 8 patients whose cryotherapy treatment was not successful. 

 

III. APPROACH USED 

Apriori based Probability Tree Classifier (APTC) which predicts if warts can be successfully healed by the cryotherapy treatment. 

The prediction results gives the new patient with warts will get healed by the cryotherapy treatment or not. The data set includes 

information about 90 patients. The information of each of these patients that is includes patient’s sex, age, time elapsed before 

treatment, number of warts, the type of warts, area of warts, and result of treatment whether the treatment was successful in healing 

the warts. 
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                                                              Fig.1 Ensemble model with naïve and aptc 

 

There may probability of certain situation such as, 

1.A person is infected with common warts in hands. 

2.There is possible to warts occur among regions like fingers. 

3.He may also infected with plantar warts around feet. 

The Cryotherapy data set from the UCI database contains records of ninety patients. The following table provides more information 

about the patients whose information was recorded on table1: 

 

Table1: Cryotherapy dataset details 

 

Features Values 

Age 15-67 

Gender(Male to Female ratio) 46-44 

Time elapsed before treatment 0-12 

Number of warts 1-12 

Area of warts(squared millimeters) 4-750 

Type of wart 1-3(common/plantar/both) 

Result of Treatment Healed or Not Healed 

 

 

IV. NAIVE BAYES METHOD 

In this Naive Bayesmethod is a collection of classification algorithms based on Bayes’ Theorem.It is not a single algorithm but a 

family of algorithms where all of them share a common principle, i.e. every pair of features equal weight and independent of each 

other. 

Consider a cryotherapy dataset that describes the patient details of wart treatment. Given the patients report, each tuple classifies the 

whether the warts healed(“1”) or not healed(“0”).The dataset is divided into two parts, namely, feature matrix and the response 

vector. 

1. Feature matrix which contains all the vectors(rows) of the dataset in which each vector consists of the value of dependent 

features. features are ‘sex’, ‘age’, ‘time’,‘number of warts’‘’type of warts’and ‘area’. 

2. Response vector which contains the value of class variable(prediction or output) for each row of the feature matrix. In 

above dataset, the class variable name is ‘result of treatment’. 

 

V. PROPOSED SYSTEM  

In this work, Apriori based Probability Tree Classifier (APTC) which predicts if warts can be successfully healed by the cryotherapy 

treatment. The prediction results gives the new patient with warts will get healed by the cryotherapy treatment or not. 

1. Apriori based Probability Tree Classifier (APTC) The APTC classifier contains different level of phases which refine and 

model the data to make it suitable for cryotherapy wart treatment prediction. The different phases are data collection, data pre-

processing, classification, association rules formation, prediction, similarity computation with the traditional Apriori algorithm and 

clustering of abnormal patterns. 

Preprocessed Data 

Training Data 

Naïve Bayes APTC method 

Classifier Classifier 

Combined 

Classifiers 

Prediction 

Testing 

Data 
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2. Trajectory data collection from UC Irvine repository: The training and test data are separated after the data is collected. From 

the data collected, the activity transitions (semantic data) are considered for further processing. Since, the activity transitions are 

more regular than the location transitions. Here, transition denotes the patient’s warts location. In the data pre-processing phase, all 

the four preprocessing techniques such as cleaning, integration, reduction and transformation are performed. 

3. Movement pattern mining: In order to mine and extract the frequent patterns, a probability tree has to be constructed which 

will have the probability value of each wart location. Once the classifier is trained with the frequent patterns, the test data can be 

used to compute the result. 

4. Association rules formation: It is a classic algorithm used in data mining for learning association rules. It is complex as it sounds 

on the contrast it is very simple. Suppose there are large set of patients wart treatment records which is denoted in  learning association 

rules basically means finding the wart locations that are occurred together more frequently. Association rules are formed in this 

manner and the things are altered in such a way that it matches the frequently appeared wart locations. 

                                                               
                                                       Fig.2 Apriori based probability tree classifier 

 

Algorithm for probability tree construction Input: Set of cryotherapy patients sequence patterns i.e., the dataset containing the 

warts locations appeared in patients. 

Output: A probability tree representing the probability value of each wart location based on the frequent appearance. 

Step1:  Initialize the probability value for each wart location based on the type of wart. Occurred. 

Step2: For each location, calculate the probability that it was the first occurrence location in each patient. 

Step3: Update the probability for every node except the root. For each of the node in the tree, if it is the root node, the probability of 

its child nodes is calculated using the probability values calculated in Step2; otherwise, the probability of a child node is the ratio of 

its support to the sum of supports of all nodes that share the same parent with it including itself. 

In the, the highlighted rectangular box denotes the frequent wart location from the cryotherapy dataset. If the first location is hand, 

then the probability tree shows that fingers has the highest probability of being next occurrence. In a similar way, keeping track of 

the probability tree helps to make decision of which wart location to be occurred next. The probability tree is constructed by taking 

the Cryotherapy patients patterns as input and updating the probability value of each node based on its frequent wart occurrence. 

Each node is given a percentage based on its first location warts in the patient’s body. 
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Detection of abnormal patterns through clustering: 

By incorporating outlier detection mechanisms, the system also reports if there is any unusual warts infected in the patient’s body K-

means clustering algorithm is used to cluster the abnormal patterns. 

 

APTC ALGORITHM 

Input: Human movement data from UC Irvine Machine Learning Repository 

Output: Wart locations and their probability values Procedure: 

1. Give the cryotherapy data as input to the APTC classifier. 

2. Data Pre-processing is performed over the data sets. 

3. Association rules are formed using A-priori algorithm. 

4. Construction of probability tree based on frequent wart occurrence. For each appearance the probability gets updated. Probability 

gets updated to all nodes except the root node. 

5. Given a current trajectory next sequence of wart locations are predicted. 

6. The sequence is verified with the results of Step3 to calculate deviation. 

7. Clustering of abnormal patterns based on the probability tree constructed. 

Given a current wart position of the patient, future locations are predicted by matching it with the probability tree. By considering 

the support values, the choice of choosing a single location from multiple locations is performed. Each node has a probability value 

which denotes the probability that location has been infected. All the operations are explained step by step in the Algorithm 1. Once 

the warts patterns are mined and stored in the database, k-mean clustering is performed to sort the abnormal patterns from it. Now, 

with the current wart position of the person, pattern deviation can be detected by comparing with the probability tree and the clustered 

data. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The datasets from UC Irvine Machine Learning Repository as wart treatment cryotherapy dataset information. The classifier named 

Apriori based Probability Tree Classifier (APTC) which considers cryotherapy patients warts report as the input. This classifier is 

combined with naïve bayes approach to obtain better results. By using APTC algorithm, the final results yield a better outcome. 

Apriori based Probability Tree Classifier (APTC) and naïve bayes used to predict if warts can be healed by the cryotherapy treatment 

or not. 
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